Permissions Flowchart

- Are all figures and tables needed? Do they repeat the text?
- If illustrations are supplied, they must be submitted as high-resolution .jpg or .tif files (not in a Word document).

Does your manuscript contain tables or figures?

No

- Does your manuscript include institutional forms, patient test results, or diagnostic images?
  - No
    - No permission needed.
  - Yes
    - Request online and print permission from institution.

Yes

- Are the figures or tables original work, or are they reprinted or adapted from previously published (in print or online) or copyrighted material?
  - No permission needed.
  - Yes
    - No permission needed. List references used in the creation of the table as needed.
    - Request online and print permission from copyright owner.

Submit manuscript via Manuscript Central.
- Submit in a Word document.
- Submit high-resolution images as .jpg or .tif files (at least 300 dpi), if applicable.
- Submit permissions, as needed, to pubCJON@ons.org.